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We have been working on this collection for a long time, we studied and thought the topic to design a great collection of text icons, along with the main idea of creating a tool to make text easier to use. It does not matter if you are a student, designer, professional or even an average user, this collection includes the tools to manage text in your projects easily with. It is the most used icon set because it includes many
useful tools for the design of fonts, writings, texts and other products. Some of them were inspired by the MS Office, others were designed in its own way. See for yourself this is the best tool collection for you. Also see our list of Photoshop icon packs, Photoshop brushes, icon packs for creative projects and other tools, as well as many resources. Download Size: 19.2 MB | 972 PNG Files Corel Draw Logo Set 2016
Premium PSD This set of logo is perfect for all your needs. This set of logo comes at a size 2430x2430 px and is available in different compatible color themes. The set includes 1 PSD file named as 1.logo. In this set all the logos are in same dimensions and size. The CS5 Compatible are applicable with the smart object which will retain the logotype. The font used are Impact. The package includes also batch of logos
with different colors and easy to edit PSD files. DESIGNER CUTS FREE BOARD DESIGN DESIGN Unity Icon Pack Unity Icon Pack is a free icon pack for Unity. This pack contains Icons for the following Unity version. Unity 5 Unity 5.4 Unity 5.6 Unity 5.8 Unity 2017.4 Unity 2018.1 Unity 2018.3 Unity 2018.2 Unity 2018.4 Unity 2018.6 Free Icon Set for Unity Unity Icon Pack is a free icon pack for Unity.
This pack contains Icons for the following Unity version. Unity 5 Unity 5.4 Unity 5.6 Unity 5.8 Unity 2017.4 Unity 2018.1 Unity 2018.3 Unity 2018.2 Unity 2018.4 Unity 2018.6 Free Elegant Icons for Unity Icons are the most effective part of every tool you use in your projects. But how would you feel when you see a rich, professional, eye-catching or clean
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- All of the images are very different shapes and sizes, Most are 600 x 300, others are 750 x 125 - All images included PNG format - 256 colored and 5-color for the custom images - Various Font formats like TTF, SVG, EOT Note: The images in this font can be used with Universal Type System (UxTheme), so you needn’t worry about the use of images and can only pay attention to the font. (This is the file come
from fontsquirrel.com) Its.OTF file. You can use these fonts in many software like Adobe Indesign, InDesign, Illustrator, Photoshop etc. To install this font please follow the instruction in the.zip file. The license of this font is similar with FreeType and SIL Open Font License (SIL Open Font License (OFL) Version 1.1, January 27th, 2007) You are allowed to: - Share — copy and redistribute the original font in any
medium, either digitally or physically. - Modify — change any font attributes such as width, height, line space, uppercase and lowercase, kerning. - Derive a new font from the original one that is similar in design. Author: Ana Teresa Garcia do Anima License: GNU GPL Typefaces are released under the GNU General Public License (GPL). This means that you are free to share them. In case you are going to use them
within programs, both commercial and free (as long as the license is GPL), the Free Software Foundation (FSF) requires you to make the fonts available under the terms of the GNU General Public License. Most of the open fonts you can find on the Internet are not released under the terms of the Free Software Foundation's GPL, so you will not be able to use them in any program that follows the GPL, even when you
are the author of that program. EK CLASSIC SILVER STANDARD (IPA) SILVER LIGHT TO MEDIUM You are free to sell or give free copies of this font. The only requirement is to do only what the license allows you to do and, of course, to pass on the same freedom to your customers. EK CLASSIC SILVER STANDARD (BELGIAN, DUTCH, FRENCH, SWISS 6a5afdab4c
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STROKE Text is the most complete and easy to use set of icons available on the web. The collection includes text formatting tools to create, edit, organize, insert and align, it also offers orthography tools to check the correct way to write words and dictionary to insert symbols. Use STROKE Text to make your projects more attractive, and use it to create presentations with a professional finish and get your documents
ready for publications. STROKE Text complements Microsoft Office, graphics applications such as Adobe Illustrator, CorelDraw, CorelDRAW PictureReady, Microsoft Word, PowerPoint and other applications. - 97 Icons (XX Icon) 1.33 mb 1,82 Mb. In total 300 Text Icons Perfect and useful stock includes the most common icons that complement word processor softwares. Full of great tools representation to
create, organize, select, highlight, change color, change font, align, insert, displace and make other interesting text actions. This collection contains all about text matters to make easier the understanding of the user interface, also comes with orthography tools that let you manage the checking of the correct way to write words, in addition it comes with icons to insert symbols, tables and graphics, also the import and
export tools. Give your projects a fresh new look using the STROKE Text icon collection. STROKE Text Description: STROKE Text is the most complete and easy to use set of icons available on the web. The collection includes text formatting tools to create, edit, organize, insert and align, it also offers orthography tools to check the correct way to write words and dictionary to insert symbols. Use STROKE Text to
make your projects more attractive, and use it to create presentations with a professional finish and get your documents ready for publications. STROKE Text Description: STROKE Text is the most complete and easy to use set of icons available on the web. The collection includes text formatting tools to create, edit, organize, insert and align, it also offers orthography tools to check the correct way to write words and
dictionary to insert symbols. Use STROKE Text to make your projects more attractive, and use it to create presentations with a professional finish and get your documents ready for publications. STROKE Text Description: STROKE Text is the most complete and easy to use set of icons available on the web. The collection includes text formatting

What's New in the STROKE Text?

--- The STROKE text collection comes with a lot of icons. Including the most common icons that complement word processor softwares. Full of great tools representation to create, organize, select, highlight, change color, change font, align, insert, displace and make other interesting text actions. This collection includes all about text matters to make easier the understanding of the user interface, also comes with
orthography tools that let you manage the checking of the correct way to write words, in addition it comes with icons to insert symbols, tables and graphics, also the import and export tools. Give your projects a fresh new look using the STROKE Text icon collection.  Note: NOTICE: This is a royalty-free collection and sold as a reproduction, so please refrain from using them to create icons for profit in your own
works! - BY Creative Commons License 3.0: #  Use the set of Undo/Redo icons to conveniently undo/redo operations. These icons are often used in various drawing applications, such as illustrators. This set includes: +------------+--------------+ | 完成 | 去掉 | 回滚 | +------------+--------------+ | Completed | Removed | Rollback | +------------+--------------+ Use the set of Undo/Redo icons to conveniently undo/redo operations.
These icons are often used in various drawing applications, such as illustrators. This set includes: +------------+--------------+ | 完成 | 去掉 | 回滚 | +------------+--------------+ | Completed | Removed | Rollback | +------------+--------------+ Use the set of Undo/Redo icons to conveniently undo/redo operations. These icons are often used in various drawing applications, such as illustrators. This set includes:
+------------+--------------+ | 去掉 | 回滚 | 回退 | +------------+--------------+ | Remove | Rollback | Back | +------------+--------------+ Use the set of Undo/Redo icons to conveniently undo/redo operations. These icons are often used in various drawing applications, such as
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System Requirements For STROKE Text:

Important: We recommend using the latest released version of your operating system in order to get the best performance and experience. Minimum hardware specifications: CPU: Intel i3 RAM: 4GB HDD: 300 GB Recommended hardware specifications: CPU: Intel i5 or better RAM: 8GB HDD: 700 GB In case of any technical issues please contact our support team at support@svectee.com macOS We are currently
only supporting macOS Catal
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